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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, September 3, 1954

Polio Vaccine
Proves To Be
Helpful

•

1Bobo Sta•-ts New
Set Of
ors

Red
•Colonizers
Infiltrate
Auto Industry

MURRAY POPULATION 11,000

FINAL LINK IN NORTHWEST PASSAGE IS BROKEN

Bob Hutchens Is
Home From Navy

Vol. LX-5(V No. 210

Release Of
De Castries
Is Delayed

NEW YOi
it1rs. BarBob Hutchens. son of Mr. aprl
bara Bobo Ro ck,
started the
Mrs. Walter Hutchens, has returned
town buzzing wi did% •*?,, cc rumors
from the Navy after four years
again today whe
Vsliti
pcentlyservice. He had the rating of per-ed to
divorced millionair
sonnel man second class.
deny the report the
edh_ et wed
"if G w.
Hutchens was based at San DieReno hotel
owner
By DELOS SMITH
go. California, and
two
made
WASHINGTON
Nearly
Mapes
gal
—
Jr.
United Press Science Editor
HANOI. Indochina gel — An ofcruises trm that port on the des100 Red "colonizers" have ()teens
Rockefeller
gave
Mrs.
I.
NEW YORK tP — Polio cases
troyer U. S. S. Richard B. Ander- ficial French source said today
sent into Michigan by the Comcomment"
from
replies
ark
the
.
.are running 40 per cent below a
son. The cruises were made to the the Communists again have demunist party to infiltrate the autofive year average in the 217 areas Avenue apartment she once shared
layed the release of Brig. Gen,
far east.
mobile industry, the House UnCANADA
ex-husband
Winthrop
Rockewith
where some 440.000 chilCren were
From January 1953 he was part Christian De Castries. hero of
American
Activities
Committee
feller.
vaccinated against the disease last
of the staff of the commander of Dien Bien Phu.
"I really con't say anything," warned Thursday' night.
spring.
the
Cruiser-Destroyer
Force of
MOW
—
The committee said in ii :eport
reachhe
when
wee
sighed
Mapes
Today was the deadline for the
The children vaccinatec were in
Pacific Fleet.
STAIRS
that 27 of these Communist "colcomment.
for
hotel
his
ed
at
exchange of prisoners in the eight
the six, seven, and eight year old
Hutchens
enter
will
Murray
onizers- were found "holding poSAN DIEGO
groups. These groups, along with "Couldn't you ask Barbasur
State this year as a senior. He will year war. But the 52 yea" old gen"When I have an announcement sitions of influence" in Flint durthe five and nine year olders, usmajor in business administration. eral was not among Use Prem.%
ing a recent investigation.
Union officers and me
-is released
ually aceount for 50 ta 60 per to make, I'll phone yea," Mrs.
The report said that the young
entertained
Rockefeller
said.
She
at Vieth today.
- tent of all polio cases.
intellectuals have
been
shifted
dinner
at
sister
a
arid
Mapes
hi.
The comparative percentages of
Irons white collar jobs onto asCaptured French orficers rethese statistics compiled by the party in her apartment Thursday sembly line jobs by the Comnitileased by
the Reds Thursday
National Foundation for Infantile night.
niet party in an attempt to infil
reached Hanoi tonight, but De Cas"I don't know when I'm going
In
Parelysis, match, more or less.
Northwest
the
iassage--the
flel
water
UNK
FINAL
route
from Europe to Cathay (dotted line)
Irate 'auto unions and industry.
tries was not among them and
Reno." Mapes, 34 wealthy
sought by explorers since the voyages of Columbus— has been broken by two U. B. icebreakers.
but no one should take the match- back to
Most of them have college educathey said they did not know anypresident of the Hotel Mapes, in
the
"Burton
Navy's
Island"
and
the
Coast
allorthwind."
Guard's
ing as anything more ther a hopeThey left San Diego early in July
tions and some advance graduate
thing about him.
(solid black liner and pushed their way through ice-locked M'Clure strait, western entrance to the
ful indication that the experimen- Reno and once an escort of Shirley degrees.
Bobo, 37,
East-West
passage,
into
the
Arctic
sees
they
where
now
are
on
United
a
tal Salk vaccine may have been Temple, said. He met
joint
No explanation for the postponeStates-Canadian
exIn Detroit, a spokesrnan for the
when she was in Reno early this
pedition to make investigations of the Beaufort sea arid M'Clure strait areas until late September.
Rotarians were shown a film to- ment of the general's retease Was
effective.
CIO United Auto Workers said the
summer for a divorce and record
day entitled "Getting There. is offered by French officers at headunion is preparing a statement on
Declines Cossesent
$3.500.000 settlement from Rocke- the
Half the Fun" The film was shown quarters here. So certain were the
Dr. Hart E. Van Riper. the Founcommittee's repore to les isfeller.
at the regular meeting of the club French earlier today that De Cassued today Industry spokesman
dation's medical dirisctoe refused
"I'm moving out of this apart- declined comment
at the Woman's Club House.
tries would be given his freedom
to comment on the grounes he is
on the report.
merit because it belong. to WrnThe committee concluded in the
that they sent a specie! team of
an interested party, and anywey
The picture depicted the serthrop," the blonde coal miner's report that
officers with a new (lett: uniform
it is extremely essential to get a
the Communist Pasty
vices of the Cunard Steamship
daughter said. As to where she has "a "postwar strategy" of
"colcompletely scientific evaluation of
Lines, and showed scenes on board to Vietti to greet the general.
from here, Mrs. Rackefeller onization of America's
goes
basic inthe vaccine's worth as a polio prethe Queen Elizabeth as it mede
said sou comment
But all the Reds returned today
dustries." It said the party took
ventive.
its way from New York to Cher- were litter cases from a camp at
that move - from white collar in-'
That evaluating is being done
burg, France
Tuyen Quan. 63 mike to the northBy THOMAS E. GISH
County. with 2.732 teachers, listed
filtration to the assembly lines,
at the University of Michigan and
because it has become more dif- United Press Staff Correspondent only 15 emergency teaehere. ShelEdgar Shirley introduced Tho- east. They were brought to Vietri
It wilt be next spring. at the earFRANKFORT .IP -- Thousands by and Clinton were the only
ficult in recent years to recruit
mas Hogancamp who showed the by helicopter and river junk.
liest, before the Michigan scienand girls face the unhappy pros- counties reporting no emergency
union members to the party.
film.
tists can make their report. MeanRefused Special Treatment
"Only in a few instances a as the pect of starting to school next. teachers.
RALEIGH. Miss. tIls - Ross Hawwhile. too much tossing about of
Only visiting Rotarian was Jim—• —
Mr.. De Castries had hoped t3
committee able to document the week in over-crowded classrooms
Most
"thmatisfsetorya
Sammie
59,
kins
wrier
had
surmises and guesses could make
rece.ved
218.Hulattnan,
president of the be in Hanoi when the general remy
BOSTON i
— Arnericens of all
A state Education di partment 000 in insurance benefits in the Paris Rotary Club
the statistical study mor a difficult. creeds dug into their pockets to- fact that them individuals were with under-trained teachers.
Iiirih McElrrith, turned to freedom. However in
School starts in most of Ken- survey showed there are 4.816 past 10 years, was charged Thurs- was a gueet
Yet it's a fact that in the coun- day to provide money to -pay for sent into the basic industries by
of his fathe: Dr. Paris today she charged she was
try as a whole this year's SiOlIo reconstruction of the symbolic Old the Communist party," the report tucky's 224 school districts Tues- school buildings in Keniecky. of day night with beating his recently Hugh McElrath
prevented by French authorities
said
day. Some rural schoo'e started which only 122 are rated "satis- insured wife to death and faking 3
"season" Is running only about North Church steeple.
Dett Boggs of the Ing-Rich Cam- from returning to Indochina.
it added that some of tl.e early' last month, and others will factory
Of the total. 2.600 Dr, highway accident to raver the pany of Shelbyville, Tennessee.
1.006 cases under last yeer's. which
Indications were that far more
The government said it refused
was the heaviest yet. Thz country funds would pour in than the $200.- colonizers had denied the facts open their doors for registration one-teacher schools, wink 1.000 crime.
was a guest of Howard Olila,
whale shows a small net 000 needed to restore the spire that they had college degrees and Monday. Labor Day But for most, are two and three-teacher schools.
as a
W B Walker has charge of the to give Mrs. De Castries special
Sheriff A E. Bounds said the
previous experience in applying Tuesday is the big day
Officials estimatst. it weuld cost
treatment
because
relatives of
Program for next Thursday.
down: the 217 field trial areas show battered to the street by Tuesday's
for the auto plant jobs.
Chances are that a first-grader $260.000.000 to provide the state baldish Hawkins had beer. charged
returned
other
prisorers were
a considerable down. Incidentally hurricane.
"During the committee's investi- may be crowded with 50 othee with needed new facilitirs and !3 with murder and arson in the
barred from going to Indochina.
this pelio "season" was running
Industrial firms throughout the gations and hearings in Michigan,
death of his wife. Jeanie, 50. in
youngsters into a classrstem built renovate the old
De Castries was promoted to
aheed of last year's last hli.y. The nation have been asked to underwe were able to produce documen- to handle 30. His teacher may be
Education leaders geneeally clew their burning car on a lorely reiee
general in the middle of the batef1114ren began their Itarelnetions write the cost, but contributions
tation as to the fraud and deceit a high school graduate with only the new school year witn mixed Aug 20
tle for the fortress and' his gears
in late May. The incidene• of polio from all over the nation already
with which these people operate," a semester or so of college, with feelings. They expect little change
were dropped by paraenute.
%mien declining in June.
sheriff
Hawktes
The
seed
had
ceiare coming in.
the report said.
no teaching experience and no in the quality of the scheols. No
Today was the deadline for the
My 1M Uakneera Phe
Among the donors were schoollected a total of 118.000 ineuranse
training
greet improvements are forseen.
return of the prisoners taken In
Of couese. this could hove been children housewives. businessmen
for his 17 year old son E death. a
This situation has prevailed in The belief is that schoo's generWASHINGTON
due to "unkhown factors" of which and the great. great grerdson of
—The Air E the eight years of war.
fire in Hawkins' servica station
Kentucky ' schools for the past ally will be able to 'told their
French authorities said that 1,there are many in polio epidemi- Paul Revere, who received the
and for injuries he received when Force plans soon to extend its
several years, and educ: tors see own, with no great eetbaeks.
guided missle testing range more 142 of their prisoners. including 201
ology. Dr. Van Riper said this lantern .ignal from the. steeple
he slipped on a banana peel.
little
prospect
than 5.000 males into the South officers were freed by the Commie
for
eubstantial
Court Ruling Immissrat
year's "season" seemed
"more that sent him on his historic Revchange during the 1954-1955 school
The supreme court of the Nnited
Bounds said Hawkins admitted Atlantic to test its first inteecon- nists Wednesday and Thursday.
scattered with less imp..tta than olutionary War ride threugh Canyear.
States has indicated it will hand taking out a 1141.000 accident pol- einental guided miesfle. it was
last year's but he said he couldn't cord and Lexington.
down a mandate next fall or icy for himself and his wife a learned today
say what that meant, if rnything.
Paul Revere of Needham, Masse
Three Main Headaches
The proposed "target" for the
winter telling the states how and month before her death
There was "no evidence" of less president of the Paul Revere MeSchool officials generally !Stec when
missile-which
they must end steregatton.
could
revolutienbulbar cases among this year's vac. morial Association, said his organthese common problem.. enroll- Educators
collected
310.750
also
had
He
Inire
warfare - is British - held
hesitate to make posso
Urns. he added. and "the mor- ization would contribute 13,000 to
ment at a record level a severe tote
surance
benefits
the
mysterious
on
Ascension Island in the southern
plans for fear that almost any
bidity is about the same.'
the fund being raised by The
J. L. Ellison. Jr. 32-year-ald shortage of trained teachers, and
Word was received today of the
plan could be made otsolete by shotgun death of his son, who was Atlantic. The island is 5.000 miles
Meanwhile, the National Office Lantern League
former
Puryear
business man, simply net enough class:0°ms to the court's
killed
hunting
on
and
a
trip,
had
froin the Air Force missile launch- injury of Charles B. Houston,
firal action.
of Vital Statistics reporten that this
died at St Mary's Hossital in hold all the pupils.
The minimum foundation pro- received more than $7.000 for fire ing site at Cape Canaveral In son of Mrs Bonnie Houston Wore
year's "season" is "levtang ()Haiumbolt Wednesday night at 9:30,
of Los Angeles.
Enrollment has jumped t r - gram, enacted into law by the damage and injuries to his (tinily Cocoa, Fla.
and the "peak is now being upof what Humbolt police said were mendously
Houston. a Los Angeles police
in recent years. and
Diplomatic informents reported
1954 General Assembly sets up a during the past 10 years, the
preached:" That usually happens
self Inflicted pistol wounds.
the United States is now negotiat- officer, was injured when his•
still on the increase. Last year new method for distrituting the sheriff said.
at this time of year
ing with Britain to establish a mis- ipatrol car collided with another
Members of the family said he enrollment in grades one through state's education funds. The new
Mrs. Hawkins was ki:led just
patrol car They could not hear
shot himself
twice below
the ecght totaled about 488 000. This formula is based upon the need after she and Hawkins had return- sile observation station an AsMr and MIN Charles Oakley heart at his home in Gibson, with year the figure is expected to 'op of an individual school district, ed from Bastrop. La.. where they cension, site of a U.S. air ferry the siren of the police car, and
field between South America and collided at an intersection.
will leave its the morning for New pa .38 caliber pistot at about 8 493.000. The 7 000 increase would compared with its ability to pay.
placed "flowers on the' grave *of
According to officers who lovesm Wednesday He was rushed to mean that at least 200 more
York, where they will board the
The foundation idea Yes more their son. Delton, who was kill- Africa in World War II.
The negotiations are viewed as eivated the crash, Officer Guinn
Queen of Bermuda ocean liner. Humbolt. where he died et St. teachers and 2000 more classrooms or less been shelved until some ed on a deer rotating trip with
his the first positive indications that in one police car was traveling ,
would be needed.
Mr. and Mrs. Oakley will be the Marys at 9.30 p.m.
laws and increases ths school father and two other men in 1945
the United States is making pro-' east on 41st place in Los Angelis
High school enrollment is ex- future Legislature passes
guests of the Lions Clubs of Bernew tax
James Howard Nichols of Caney.
A close friend of the family at pected to climb from ,bout
muda on a two weeks all expense
109.- appropriation
After his arrest. Hawkies denied gress in the deadly international in answer to an urgent call. OfKansas, will occupy the pulpit of
Gibson said that Ellison was hoc- 000 to 112.000. Here
paid trip
aerial mose
the charges and stuck to his story race to develop a missile capable ficer Houston was hurrying south
the First Christian Church on
pitalized • little over a year ago teachers and more
Mr Oakley won the trip as a
classrooms
that his wife died arceientally of zoominy across ocean.s and on San Pedro in answer to the
Sunday September 5. at both the
with a nervous breakdown, and wourall be
door prize at the recent Lions
needed. Much
when they had sin accident and striking suddenly on -the enemy's same call. Each had his siren on
the gain
morning and the evenin• services.
added that his wife send he had
and neither could hear the °there.
continent
International convention.
in elementary enrollmerit is disc
the car caught fire
been highly nervous and desponMr Nichol, received his A. B.
Houston was listed as having
U.S. progress in developing an
While in Bermuda. Mr. and Mrs.
.to the bumper crop of babies at
But
Bounds
investleating
said
and B. D. degrees from Phillips
dent
for
the
last
two
-weeks
and the end of World
inter-continental missile was the possible cheet injuries and conOakley will be entertained thioug'a
War II, when
ricers found kerosene-soaked dirt subject of
had intended to entered hospital
University of Enid. Oklaaoma, and
running debate in the cusions. and abrasions.
a joint effort of all the Lions Clabs
the birth rate reached record
under the car and ,nearby a jug Senate
today for treatment.
has enjoyed five years cre successHe will stay at the home of his
last month between Sen.
of Bermuda They will return to
proportions.
that smelled of kenwene in a Stuart
ful ministry in the Caney Church, Murray on September
Symington D-Mo. former mother at 344 South Hobart in
FRANKFORT
gg
20.
—Weekend creekbed, several hundred feet
Better "Holding Pewee"
Ellison left Puryear eight years
Mrs. Nichols will accompany him
Angeles for several days.
IA ere
Mr. Oakley is a member of the ago to go to Gibson County,
C. T. Ward. director of census fishing prorpects
termed from the car, they found a 10-, Air Force secretary in the Tru- Los
to Murray.
man administration. and Chaiernan
Murray Lions Club and is at the where he opened a tourist court and attendance for the state echo "greatly improved- in gel] state pound steel rod,
wrapped
in
eels,
"It is a pleasure to welcome present tune Governor of DisLeverett Saltimetall R-Mass of
cafe arid loft shop at Humbolt. available figures showed 68.433 lakes today, thanks to the cooler hesive tape and coated with blood.
this young couple to our city and trict
the Senate Armed Services Comeether.
43-K
He only recently opened a similar six-year-olds in Kenttoky. This.
A similar roll of tape was found mittee
to our church" a spokesman aaii
A summary by the state Departcompares to 49,850 18-year-olds.
type business in Gibson.
in Hawkins' car, the sheriff said.
Members of the church and friends
Symington contended that the
Ward gave other reasons for larger ment of Fish end Wildlife Reare invited to hear Mr Nichols
United States was not pultiag
Ellison was the son of Mr. and enrollment.
sources showed bass fishine at a
MUNICH. Germany
— AmeriSunday
enough emphasis on the program
Mrs. J. L. Ellision, Sr.. of PurWith modern transuortetion -Iiii- high mark for the season at Kento meet the Russian challenge. can novelist John Steinheck today
year, both of whom survive. He tems
tucky
Lake
with
crappie
second
being develoyed lii most
Saltonstall argued that progress branded the Soviet Un'on "the
Ia also survived by his wife, Mts. settee)!
.41istricts. it is eatier and catfish third there.
was being made and that no most reactionary country in the
Beatrice Jackson Ellison, of GibMost
bass
there
were
reported
easier for children to get to school.
Randall Patterson, Coseity CO'll't son,
-crash" hurry-up (migrant was world" and said it ever-S=11y will
and eight children, John.
biting
off
the
deep
banks
on
flies
This factor has much to do with
Clerk, said today that his office Luther, Jimmy.
destroy itself.
necessary.
and surface plugs Crappie and
Thomas, Elbert. enrollment.
-would be open until at least Catherine, Larry
The writer, who has toured RusEstablishment
of
cats' were being taken with min
a
and Barry. Ile
5.00(fritile
Carlos
Jones
has
'been
appointed
Aaother reason is his belief
'WOO p.m Saturday nigat for the was a member
flows end worms aound the deep as marketer of Sinclair Products, missile test range will not mean sia twice, spoke in a series of
of the
Gibson schbols are
developing greater
convenience of those persons who Baptist Church.
banks
according to information released that the intercontinental missile is broadcasts recorded by Radio Free
"hreldine power." Going tc school
have not registered.
about to become part of the US. Europe for transmission behind the
Lake Curnbcrland's bass fishinz today by the company.
A Milligan and Ridgeway fun- apparently is becoming mere popSaturday will be the last dey
was the best.near Monticello. The
Jones is well known in Murray an-aerial of atomic weapons nether, I Iron Curtain.
for registering for voters who eral hearse returned the body to ular. There is less tenden_y on the lake's best
Steinbeck told how in a vigil to
crappie catches were and
Calloway
County, having the Air Force is entering the eswish to vote in the genteel elec- Paris Wednesday night. Funeral part of children to drop out. Few- being
taken
near
Jamestcavii. been associated inbusinees circles perimental" stage Missile expests Russia he found, all Soviet,inteler parerts are keeping their childarrangement are incomplete.
Southwest Kentucky
—Mostly tion in November.
Bream and bass fishermen wet e here for a number of yeare. He agree it probably will be saveral lectuals had the same opinion 'if
ren out of schoo! to help with
fair and warm today and tonight
having best results at Hercington for some time operated a tractor years before a truly operational books publishad abroad, and called
farm wort.
High today 95, low tonight 07.
Lake at the lower end, fiream and farm machinery business here. intercontinental missile will be him a "decadent writer"
State officials say Kentucky fen
some clout:Dorm and
LEDGER AND TIMES
"In no case tad they read the
seemed to prefer crayfish farther
The company started this week developed.
2.460 short of having'enough quali- out
cooler with a high in the upper
WILL NOT PUBLISH
in the lake at about 20 feet. on a new 130.000 bulk plant on.
work." he said, but they had read
fied
teachers
80e.
last
year.
end
the
ON MONDAY, LABOR DAY
Cast Around Mess
a criticism in Pravda or a litRailroad Avenue.' The plant will
situation is expected to be about
'Crappie. bream and bass were be used for the bulk storage of
erary magnine in Moscow
FIVE DAY FORECAST
The daily Ledger and Times
the same this year. Le st year, biting
TEmmtATURE
'Ps: lti,uzcl Parent Teacher Asin that order at Dale Hol- the Sinclair products, and eill
"Firat was their total aecens 'El
Ry UNITED PRESS
will not publish • paper on
1,888 of 13.857 elementety teach- low with
High Yesterday
brow fishermen vesting also house modern office facilities.
sociatin
my work and source of their judgmembership
committee
Monday. September 6, Labor
ere-13
Low Last Night
12
per
cent—did
not
pos- around moss bids with rite hum
started work the very first of the
One service station has already
Kentucky
—Temperatures
for ment of my decadence." Steinbeck
Day. This pc-settee Is In keepschool yesr. There were eighty sess the legal qualifications for deep ruhning lures.
been built at Fourth and Pine the
five day
period
Saturday said. "The Soviet Union is the
ing with the custom established
Savannah
355.7 Fluct
teaching.
In
the
high
scnools. 572
Black bass catches were gettine streets. and Another is contem- through Wednesday will averale most reactionary country in the
three parents and teachers who
in 1547 when the Ledgers and
X55 4 Fluct
of 6.423 teachers-9 per cent—did the attention at Dewey Lake Vi ith plated
Perryville
joined the first day.
on South Fourth.
six to eight degrees above"
. Use world. Hindering creative work,
Times started dally puhlic•Johnsonville
355 9 Fall 01
not meet the required standards. best results by casting and fly
The
expaosion
in
Calloway seasonal normal of 73 Regreeia.-4 the Soviet will eventually destireY
Uon.
3M 1 Steady
A special effort is geing made
Scott-Fitzhugh
The situation varies from county fishing off the banks. Still-fishing County
is part nf a large expan- Cooler thnight and tomorrow. Lit- their own system."
The Ledger and Time. will
to get a very large number of to county. Floyd County4(vith a was paying off for crappie
Eggner's Ferry . . 356 1 Fell 01
and sion program in West Kentucky. tle or no precipitation except a paThe novelist said "by destroying
resume publication on Teesfathers and mothers to join this total of 436 teachers,. Jised 97 bluegell in hays and inlets there,
Kentucky H. W. .. 356 2 Fall t2
Mr. Jones lives with his family mobility of scattered isolated thun- criticism the Communists
have
dey, September 7.
$023 Fluct
year, a spokesman said..
Kentucky T. W. .
emergency teacher s, Jefferson using minnows and crayfish.
on South 12th street.
made any culture impossible."
dershowers about Monday. •
•

Rotarians See
Travel Film

Kentucky School, Children Census Jumps
7,000 In First Eight Grades In Year

- —
Contributions
Pour In To
Replace Steeple

,

e

Man Charged In
Insurance Fraud

Inter-Continental
Missile Being
Experimented With
kp

Pistol Wounds
Are Fatal To
Puryear Man

Charles B. Houston
Injured In Crash

*

Mr. and Mrs. Charlet
Oakley Will Leave
Friday For Bermuda

James Nichols To
Preach At Christian
Church On Sunday

a

Bass Fishing On
Increase With
Crappie Second

Soviet Union Is
Branded By Author

WEATHER
REPORT

1

Clerk's Office To
Stay Open Late

Carlos Jones Is
Appointed As
Sinclair Marketer

- DOWN
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Tomorrow

Hazel PTA Starts
Year Early
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, Ess,NTUCRI"

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED 111. LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMVANY. Inc.
2onsolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tar.es,
Th
Canes-Herald October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
v. 1942.

Waters
and

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Entered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transm.ssio
n as
Second Class Matter
ITHE KENTUCKY PRESS AS- SOCIATION
NATCONAL_REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE wr13zER
CO.. 1398
lionroe, Morcphis. Tenn., 250 Pa.-k Ave. New York; 307
N. M.chigao
/Lye, Chicago; 80 Bolyston St.. Boston.

Major League
Standings
Dy IINITEID PUBS
•

•

•.c•
- Woods
Ben Rovin

AMERICAN LEAGUE

W L 11.1 . GB
Cleveland
95 38 .714
New York
__. 91 41 r.639 3'.
Chicago
. 86 48 .642 9',
533BSCRIPT1ON RATES: By carrier in Murray,
Boston .. .
57 73 .438 38',
per week 15c, per
!south 63.- In Calloway arid adjoinrng
Detroit
Squirrels vs. Fish For Sportsman Time
57 75 .432 li7li
counties, per year. $350 else&here, $5.50.
Washington
55 76 .420 39
For those that like to both hunt and fish,
is a difficult decision Philadelphi
a _.,__ 44 87 .336 50
to make when choosing between going after stripers.
10e reserve the right to reject any Advertising
espeo‘sity
new
. Leiter-s to the Editor that the :voter air has lowered
BaltiMore
43 90 223 5'
. the temperature of the %valet about
es Public Voice items which In our opinion
are not for the bail 40 degrees, or trying for a gray
Yesterday's Results
squirrel. whizh are now cutting
Wale:est of our readers.
better and louder than ever in the hickory trees. The ooeniog of New-lfork .3 Cleve:..,,1
the dove season lost Wednesday hasn't helped the
'FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1954
. 74:ash.ngton 16 Drtriat 6
matter of deciding ‘
•111.
either.
Today-s Games
ACcording to the reports from Irvin Cobb. Fisherman's One Step
and Kenlake Boat Dock the fishing is improving and will continue Cleveland at Chicago. night
to Improve as the waters become cooler. We managed to pick up over Baltimore at Detroit, rtIght
15 fish, assorted sizes of stripes, black bass, etc. last Thursoay. and New York at Washington, night
Ledger and Times File
saw other fishentren have similar luck. It seems that .the best time Boston at Philadelphia, night
.for fishing is when you have the time to go, as the str:pes and
Tomorrow's Games
August 30, 1934
crappie are hitting at the 20 to 30 foot level and they :Ate doing Cleveland at. Ch,eago.
night
:t all through the day. Night fishing - continues to be good. piitioularly sr
ai.tIwtimy,o
urek att Detioit
The bracktopping of the Hazel
those
that are uging frozen Willow-flys.
Highway has been for
Washington night
I have heard complaints that the squirrel population
practically promised for next year
not as Boston at Philadelphia*
by Road Commisabundant this year as in previous ones. This may be true in some
sioner W. C. Broadbent to the
Murray and Haz11 delega- sections of the County. but in the
portions hunted. by me well, let
tion going to see the commissioner
48
3. r
Pcit. _GB
me give you the score thus --far. This is the actutil record kept by
last Friday.
me. In 5 trips squirrel hunting. both alone and with others. I have New York
Hundreds were p:-esent for the final
rites for J. Clint
Brooklyn
___
80 52 .808 3
seen '52 squirrels. shot 13 of then. ond put the gun on another 6 that
Biroach, 79 years of age, which
Mtlwaukee
were held front the could have been killed. I have hunted with 6 other
75 54
6':
men during fotohome on South 4th Street. Sunday
Cincinnati
-___
85 67 .492 13
of those trips, at different times. and they shot 2 squirrels I know
afternoon.
Philadelphi
a
.. 61 69 .469 21
Mr. and. Mrs. R. H. Falwell and
Son. R. H.. Jr., and that there are plenty of squirrels :his year.
St. Louts
60 72 .455 23
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Caudill and
Chi-ago
daughter, Billy Jo, are
56 77 421 27,:,
The- Answer
visiting in Chicago and Detroit.
46 86 148 37
"
- mother own hiskut torn betwix
:and- squirrel hunt.rgo why
Those who attended the Aurora
Yesterday's Results
Dam meeting in not combine the two? When going to the lake, carry alono the gun.
If f:shing gets dull.; park the,. boat, load up the gun and hunt th't Brooklyn 10 Chicago 2
Mayfield. Tuesday afternoon were Mayor
W. S. Swann,
woods next to the lake. Squirrels are plehtiful there also.
Philadelphia 5 St. Louis 4
Senator T. 0. Turner, Chamber of
Commerce Secretary
Today's Games
anything
C.
at
Never
point
3
run
I.. J. Hortin, Ben Grogan. Joe T, Lovett, Charles L.
Brooklyn at New York. right
you do not %sant to shoot.
Smith. and Fonzo Hopkins.
I. Net Cr lease
gun unattended Philadelphia at Pittsburg's
Robert McElrath, student of the U. S.
M - lwarikee at Cincinnati right
By BEN ROVP:
unless you unload it first.
Naval Academy.
it St. Lot,
•
R. Never climb a tree or a fence C.
ibnapolis, is visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. W.
•ith a loaded ran.
Tomorrow's Games
McEirath. •
9. 7.dIP% Cr shoot at a flat, hard sur414
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Jones announce the marriage
bare air the .1,r't:•e of staler
of
Ph.s.iatipma ot l'Ittstaurh
le. Ito not mix gunpoo der with Mitwoukee'
their daughter, Irene, to J. C. Calhoun
at Cincinnati
which was sots
alcohol.
Chicago at St. Louis, night
einni4ed on Saturday evening.
.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
• RUNS •
Mantle, Yankees
Snider, Dodgers
Musial, Cards
IiiIinoso, White Sox
Mays. Giant3
Fox, White. Sox
Ashburn, Phillies

110
100
109
98
98
98

• HITS •
Fox. White Sox

178

Airman's Hand

1

Schdnit. Cards
Mueller, Grants
Moon. Cards
Mustal. Cards -,
• PITCHING •
Antonelli, Giants __ ..
Feller. Indians
Conategra, White Sass.
Hughes, Dodgers
Lore. Dodgers..,,,.

177
178
175
174

3, 1354

Building Block' Are
Cured In 12 Hours

20-3
11-9
16-3
b-2
11-3

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledge,
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

.F`

BUFFALO. N. Y. -lIp -- A new
"pressure cooker" methitci introduced by Anchor cunciete Products Inc cuts the time for curing
building blocks to 12 hones from a,.
ii,,,tter of months
under older'
ntethods.
The new method -Is. called- the.
"autoclave
pro.tss." Blocks are
cured its a 10 foot diameter cylinder 90 feet long and writhing 60
tons. When removed. tltey are
ready fori rmediate delivery.
Presider: Froierick W. Reinghold pointed out that ender the
previous method,

th•
chi
ini

a
is

20 Years Ago This Week

ME

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
"COLUMN SOUTH"
in Technicolor
starring Audie Murphy
with Joan Evans

NATIONAI. LEAGUE

Know Your Baits?

Sunset

Ledger and flimes File
August 1, 1944
Murray will probably next week start
using electric
otwer direct from the. Kentucky Dam
at Gilbentsville
atcording.to officials of the local electric
system and the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Pfc. R. L. Ealey of Buchanan. Tenn.,
and Pfc. C. R.
Cooper of Farmington Route Two
have been reported
killed in action in France.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley and sons are visiting
friends and
relatives in Hannibal. Mo., this week.
Clil. and Mrs. Charles Miller of Mineral
%Veils. Texas,
announce the birth of a daughter, Ann Cianton,
on Monday. August 28.
.
Mrs. Ray Brownfield will arrive next
week from
Crisfield. Md., to spend the winter with
her parent,
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Outland, and to
resume her duties as
home economics teacher at Murray High
School.
The marriage of Miss Doris Pettit. daugnter
of Mr.
and Mrs. F. 0. Pettit of Charleston. W.
Va., to Robert
Lee Waters, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
T. Waters of
Mprray took place Augus' 2:: , in Murray.

Fe•turing • unique floes. surface
action guaranteed tle t, Ake the
5115.51 old tia•s from his aft•r-diunee nap.
nest r *sting halt has
been 0.14 ed on the market by
Fred Arbogast
o . Inc., Akron,
Ohio Knott., as the -Suu•terbo•C
the nen bait is the latest addition
to the t red Arbogast line of halt!
asting, spinning and liv od lures.
Sputterhug- is a 5-A orThe
floitin• lure tt ith
larg. speciallv
designed head spinner that creates
• terrific • ommoti..n in the n Ater
o hen reeled in f ist. It can also
•
Ledger an
Times File
be retries .'d slot* I
to it a pad September 3, 1949
idling sound. f in he fished In
_
3-4orks Bar is-popper Mona diffetted
'
sound and ar tlllll effects mav be
Fritil iiii I I praetit-O at Murray State College
„starts nekt obuimd snith 3 little maniptela Mptulay. A rough schedule is on the list this year.
nun iif the rod Vt hen the - sputterhas- is ..t rest, the colorful rubber'The Labor Department has come up with
good news
tailed HULI skirt curls and • quirms
economic fronts. It says unemployment claim. .
.or • rli•tihi ti, f• live -ACti.'n elf ii
continued to drop during the past week and
Four int he. long and carrying
also reports. building aetivity is nearly up to 1948's unusually ts.. No 1 treble hooks, the "sp.i.
orb.* - ,,,,i.m., in.c bible: :if ..nai:
high level.
.
. beds rotors. inducting, a -Silver
.Mr:-and
.
Mrs. Glynn .Hogantamp ahe leaving for Ash- 1 sparkle%linish for 'extra flash and
land, Ill., where they will teach in the high school
there. f
.
ri:
iirt hr,
Louisville - (UP) - Two army avisions ...A•om' the
1-1-rd Arbogast 10 Inc , 111 AV.
-recent. _war. 12th Armored- and First Cavalry,
31,-,a, - olor
are hold - North .-3
ing reunions in Louisville.
_
...The Hazel PTA held its annual "clean up" day for
GUNS CAN KILL
.
_
sc.hool building Thursday.
;...i 'AZ
pi.•rsur.
az.,;r1,
3
d•-o-s
.Bobby Moore ot the I% S. Army. son of Mr. and
Mr.1
I
H.'C. 1(pore of Murray. has received a promotion.
N ,•
hoi.11
oot
_
oinighiv

Five lears Ago Today

(in two

I

1 /
•

...HISTORY IS MADE in Baltmodse, Md., acio..ls all Negro and
wh.te students register together for the first time. They will
share the grime classrooms, also for the first time. Registering
with teacher Virginia Warta are Lillian Hobbs. 13, and Tivorraii

400, ".

Major League
Leaders

For Dove Hunters

10 Years Ago This Week

•

Hours Listed

lift lo
OMAI %NUM! NI.
,
01 s%1FT1"
1 Tre,t
I
tun
ith the
loaded run.
doe
it I errs only enipt% guns
ta ken
do.n.
t,* ith the action open
into our automobile, ramp and
home
sure that the bar •
3. Alo•t
et' and action are .tear of
obstrur lions - LOOK DOR N
TH ST BARRTI, 10.F 0.1{F. I Ht
1.41 ID'
4 %Naas. caret our Sri'. UP Mit
•nu
an r .,,,trot the dire.lion
of the muceel, °Jen
l6 011
talc
sure r.f t ('(Jr t ,rva t before
so. pill the Ii

Tn
• ,
'
doves
•
ke 'in effect. opening Sao wednecday. It will .continue through- Oct.
ober 10. The bag limit is f and thc
passession limit 8 aLvo
hcurs ale frmn 12 noon ti official
sunset. Clip and save the sunset
fame table listed below.
September 3
CO7
September 4
6-15
September 5
6:14
September 6
6:12
september 6
6:12
september
September ft
CIS
Serwmtier
OAS
September 10
Sep! •mtter 11
(05
September It
6-1141
September 13
f.-.2
September
wet
September IS
5.99
septernh.r 17
5-54
september IX
5-55
September 19
!.54
september
3752
semen-her tl
351
September 23
5:30
Sept-mher
3:48
september 24
547
september 25
5:14
segtember 26
5 44
settemh-r 27
5:12
ptember
1541
september 29
S:39
September
5.28
October 1
!:17
October
5-15
October 3
S 34
October 4
5:33
0:tober S •
'October 6
October 7
5111
October
5-27
'October 9
116
October 10
5.24

5.

FISHING itEPOLT
P iii Gii..um of F.shermon's
Stop says that the coolet temper'
te improving crappie fish- !
thr.oie using mir.nows ard
:etor.ie down to 30 or 30 feet. He
also tells that. bream fl ling w7Sh
worms is egrAcitt wit', nice
I./T cc being taken In qut•itity Th.!
,Ifk0 hittinir
kt
tiind the
Ur Age wers on minnows He pre+, 7 th.st a - rark,.d .m.7:iivernesit
in all fishing should h
vers- soon" due tit ti
The report from Rill Nan, db.n
at Kenlalie jr‘ encouraging. He
tills that -Burble l(Mcht and
P.4d I miner of Hardin took Strip*per limits on rubber shad lures
casting the jumps John Lane of
floakinsville (-aright 7 I n,remotith
bass r a•ting shallot* roses %1ith
an injured minium plu. its It.
AV VI oriel and party of Oakland
It,. Indiana strung 9" head o!
fish tt bile fishing tight-line In 10'
of sailer lust off the main channel
Minnow- t* ere the halt
hank
that took this ttring of 1,hich
N ere stripped has.. and She oth
sa ere large rrapple am! fiddler
raffish.,

ma
is
It
ani

THIS TATTOOED hand and arm
belong to one of five airmen
held on AWOL charges In the
stockade at Lockbourne Air
base, Columbus, 0. He told officials he had a part in a
fatal Pachuco gang tight_ The
cross on the web of skin between the thumb and forefinger
Is said to identity the unnamed
man 83 a member of the hoodlum society The other tattoo
resembling figure 5 designates
a gang official finterriationaii

SUNDAY & MONDAY
"DANGEROUS WHEN
WET"
in Technicolor
starring Ester Williams,
Fernando Lamas, Jack
Carson

WO

Co

1
Ap

len

du
ne,
his

TURIN

W3

$200.00

ha,
irk
apt
for
the
ser
the
lie!
ilva
Ch

I

TUES. and WED.
"OFF LIMITS"
starring Bob Hope, Mickey
Rooney, Marilyn Maxwell

JEWELRY STORE
113 S. 4th St. Phone 193-1

a

by
loo
Hu
tho
Foi
ten
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f

ey We Will Be Open
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ing

ear

Labor Day - Mon.-Sept.6

is

vit
flat
He
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110 .1.41JTED PRR861
.1
- NATIONAL LEAGUE
Player & Club
GI Al R II Pet.
S-.Cit. Bit:2..%
128 497 1:0 173 .:45
Musial. St. L.
HI 509 139 174 32
Maya. N. Y.
127 al 96 164 342
Mueller N Y.
129 527 tfi 178 '334,
Kluski
.
2 327
- AMERH ON 1 I
' I. %it R H Pet,
Player & Club
Noren, N Y.
to 128 339
Avila. Cleve.
122 480 93 158 3129
Minoso. Chi,
133 492 109 180 325
Fox, Chi.
135 153 ts? 178 322
Bauer. /1. Y
98 321 62. 110 211

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
For Delicious Pasteries, Cakes, Breads and -Treats
For Your Holiday Weekend.
Min
ain
girsi
•

Greg's Bake Shop
South 12th Street

• HOME RUNS a
KItlisewsk.. Reds ___
Mays. Giants
Hodges. Dodsers
Sauer, Cubs
Mllf al. Cards
Snider, Dodgers

on•
mo
Hit
life

Telephone 1234

41
39
311
35
34
34

• RUNS BATTED IN •
Ntusual. Cords . __
117
Hodges. Dodgers _
. 112
Snider, DoggerIll
Klur,sewsk
Heds
s 10
Doby.
11.10
The big bas,, are be.1,2 taker.
early and late on surfbee plugs
with fly-rod enthusiast• getting
in' on bluee:11 and bream fi.hing
during the cil,y
GOT TO BE ROV7N(7 ON.

MAIN STREET MOTORS
1-1o1"1 Ford Clots Coupe. Cwt. tom line. Overdrive. Radio and
. Heater. 1-tone Green.
1-1951 Chevrolet Deluse 2-door,
2-tone Gray. Seat(flyers, Radio
and Heater.

1

ARCHERY
SUPPLIES

1-1950 Chevrolet 2-dr. Radio and
Heater, Whitest all Tires.

JOIN

1-1950 Pont,ae 4-dr., Raclin and
Heater. Whitest all Tires This
is S Ir.< at ear. ste sold this rat
nest An extra good car for the
model

IN

1-1949 Pontiac
, Radio and
Heater. Whitens ill Tires

THIS

1-1949 Ford 4-eir . Radio and
Heater, Vt bite Tires. Overdrit e.
Another local car. Ky. license.

FINE SPORT

1-1950 Nash 4-dr.. Nash Ambas**odor. makes bed
Overdrive.
Heater and While Tires A good
car for a good person.

See Us For

1-1914 t-rir
Ford. Radio and
Heater. Almost ness tires this
is not a Norahern car. It SO
local all user. Ky. license.

QUIVERS

1-1948 Merrurv 4-dr, Radio anal
Heater. Good Tires,

BOWS

1-1947 Pontiac 2-dr. 2 tone. Blue
and Gras paint. Radio and
Heater 1:•tra •gorrd
1-1947 '
ton Dodge Pickup
Tru, k t,-ply tires • attic rat Its.
4 speed transmission, in top
condition. '
ufloa• srhool boys. has I` the car
you are looking for A 1939 btu k
2.-door I ord. slick as a pin t "me
in, drive it. and soii Sc ill buy.

MAIN
140k

STREET MOTORS
AA sT NIAI7-11.1- 59

•

TARGETS
ARROWS

FUN FOR THE FAMILY '
Join the Archery Club that meets each Tuesday
night at the City Hall.

WE'LL HELP YOU
Let us aid you

in selecting the proper bow
can show you how to use them.
you. We have complete archery supplies

for

and

I!IRAN G. STARKS & SON
12th at Poplar

•

Telephone 1142
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dlesome and idleness, either
which is a curse to an" life.

• A new
I intro* Prodr curing
from a..
'r older

lied.,the,
cks are
cylin!Fling 60
:ey are
'cry.
Reingider the

GROWTH THROUGH USEFUL
WORK

•MEISMTh

E.

I
=,,•••

•

When you do anything for the
glory of the Lord, you simply
bring out His glory and cause it
God Is the greatest v:orker in
to be seen of men.
the universe. To the Pharisee who
challenged our Savieur for healWhether work be secular 0^
ing the lame man, He replied. sacred it can and should be done
"My Father worketh hitherto, and for Christ. It cannot he done
I work." John 5:17. Christ had rightly unless it is done for Him.
a supreme urge to work which "And whatsoever you du in word
is one of the marks ot genius. or deed, do all in the name of
Men ought to work, not just to the Lord Jesus." Colossians. 3:17.
make a living but because there Whether therefore ye eat, or
is mucni that needs to be done. drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all
It is our privilege, duty. honor to the glory of God." I Carinthians
and glory to be Christ's fellow- 10:31. Since Christianity has to
workers.
do with work during the week
as well as with worship on SunCOLLOSIANS 3:23-Z4
day, it should be earned into
It was ever the habit of the every department of our
lives. Are
Apostle Paul to sdIve the prob- you doing all
that you can do as
lems related to his Chriatian conservice rendered unto the Lord'
duct by the largest principles. He Is doing His will your thief
aim?
never separated his theology and Is His glory your chief concern?
his ethics. In this passage Paul
was writing to slaves, who must I THESSALONIANS 4:10-11
.
This passage was
.
.
ritten to
have felt their condition to be
irksome and de.gradin! but hr impress the Thessaloninn Christapplied a principle which trans- ians with the necessity of brotherformed their situation as he made ly love. After winning, his way
them realize that they were the into their affections through his
servants of Christ. He admonished commendation of them for their
them to perform even Ideir low- brotherly love, which they had
liest duties with an uplifting m.se already displayed. the Apostle exAlyea namely, for the glory of horted them to increase more and
Christ.
more in this virtue.
It is so easy to be influenced
Love for our brethren in Christ
by the way in which the world is one of the evidences that we
looks at the various task of men. are the children of God and the
Humble occupations are usually followers of Christ. Without real
one another
we ean
thought of to be withont honor. love for
For this reason there is s strong never prove to others that we
temptation to fall in the habit are genuine Christians.
Paul also exhorted the Thessaof doing them without a.,y uplJting motive. To think thnt nobody lonians to make it their •mbition
cares whether or not we do them to be quiet. The word "study"
is to forget Christ. for He is Implies to seek after an object
vitally interested in the most ordi- with ambition, as thotign it Ware
nary tasks of our daily lives. an honor to obtain it. Seemingly
He considers them to be of real some dread to be quiet. They deimportance. Even the common- light in a row to such an extent
place things may be done in R that 'they will create one gladly
if it be necessary to do so in
noble Christian spirit.
Living to the glory of God lifts order to have one in progress.
All Christians are ur-ed to be
one above the commorrilace and
monotonous. To do. everything for diligent in attending strictly to
His glory gives dignity to the their own business. This procelife and enables one to' do his best. dure will protect one from med-

oft workine. No one has ary obligation to provide for any person
who is able but not w:lling to
IT•THESALONIANS 34-13
work to support himself and those
Among the Greeks the idea predependent upon him. Fur,hermore,
vailed that it was beneath the
whop people are engaged in cluing
dignity of gentlemen la, work:
useful things, they do not have
therefore, n11 work a7.culd be
time to become busybodies and to
done by the slaves. Aranng the
meddle witla the affairs of others.
Jews labor was held in verbwhin is _very .u.nbecoming in
high erteem. Certain members-of
anyone and especially in those
the church at Thesaloniaa acceptwho call the-nselves Christians
ed the Greek viewpoint towards
Since work is a law of life and
work and refused to do nythinct,
useful work is a Christian duty
notwithstanding the fact that they
God's children should apply their.did not have the necessities of
selves with earnest industry and
life.
patient plodding.
When Paul was in theft midst,
he denounced this false conception
of life, and taueht tnnt every
person should have a legitimate
occupation and should work for
a livlihood. And he wna simply
telling them to do what he had
practiced. He had not hesitated
to work with his hands to support
himself. Quite naturally, he taught
other Christians that they, too,
should support themselves by honest work. He did not have any
sympathy With professed Christians who were
lazy that they
were willing to depend on others
to take care of them. Sods conduct would naturally bring discredit on Christianity. Unless
Christians) are willing to work,
they cannot hop:: to enjoy the
respect of intelligent and indalstrious people.
It is the will of God that eacni
Christian should be industrious
and active. Our Lord has never
placed a premium on laziness
Neither does He encourage anyone
SIMONE SILVA, queen ot the
to be a parasite on society. There
first annual Jim Long Memoris no place in His ecninimn for
ial rrophy race, holds the troa person who.. is able to work
phy on the wing of the plane
but is unwilling to do an. Honest
which will carry her from Loa
!abet= for a living is honorable
Anaeles to Tucson and back.
and is pleasing to God
Her pilot is Al Brophy. The
Upon learning of the refusal of
Sept_ 4-5 race for 300- horsesome to wnrk, Paul commanded
power aircraft will honor the
the Thessalonian Christians not
memory of an Air Transport
to assist strh idlers. He said, "If
command pilot who flew the
any man would not work, neither
"hump" over Burma in World
should he eat." The neeesSity of
(international)
War IL
eating proves. the neeen sky for

1;

a

4

I

—I\

or

Queen to Fly

to

IKE AND HERD

The productivity of American labor is
measured in America's industrial might
... the world's greatest. The rewards of
American labor are measured in a standard of living, far beyond the rosiest
dreams of 'workers anywhere else on
earth. Both- productivity and rewards are
the direct result of the American way of
life, in which each can achieve to the utmost of his ability .. . to the ultimate
benefit of all!

owe

FISHIN'

894 FORMULA 20

CREAM
SHAMPOO

AFTER AUDRESSiNG the 36th annual Americen Legion convention
In Washington. President Eisenhower boards the presidential plane
"Columbine" at National airport with former President Herbert
international)
Hoover for some trout fishing in Colorado.

4-OUNCE JAR
Needs no special rinse.
J
Leaves hair easy to manlather
age. Abundant
even in the hardest water

Scott Drug

l
r

s.. a I... Nog

I. m.. t Ifte

POLITICKIN' AT LEGION MEETING
'

Waegteedc
WIRT 1/814 VOW
h,00. & Tee 111111 ;al
•

GREAT STAMINA MADE /\ GREATER

4

"

4

53% MORE POWER
ONE

igo

PRODUCTIVITY
is AMERICA'S STRENGTH)'
Thew

TN

IN WHIFS4-WHEEL-DRIVE
TRUCK

The Murray Manufacturing Co.
is pleased to salute
THE TRUCK THAT WILL TAKE
YOU THROUGH WHEN OTHERS CAN'T

The Labor

This is the great NEW 6-cylinder,
115 HP,Super-Hurricane L-Head engine that now gives the Willys Truck
53% MORE Power.

0

in Murray

COME IN AND SEE THIS GREAT WILLIS

And CalloskaN County

TRUCK MADE IT THE WORLD'S LARGEST
MAKER OF 4-WHEEL-DRIVE VEHICLE!
Koh•r-W3fyi Sol.. Divisk", Will YS MOTORS, INC,

L

J

ASHCR AFT MOTORS
Phone 52
Turray, Ky.
205 S. 5th Street

We Are Pleased Too To Add Our Part In The Development of the Murray and Calloway
County Area.

ALBERT J. DURAND, American Legionnaire who seraani with the
AlaF In France In World War I, Is buttonholed by Mary Anna
Brickert of Alexandria, Va., at the Legion convention in Washington.
young lady In Colonial costume is campaigning for
W. C. (Dan) Daniel of Danville, Va., for national commander.
Internal gone.gound photo).
Dtirand didn't say yes or no,

The
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 694-W-3

lliss Nance Married
To Tellus .11cNutt
In
.
• K. aria .Ls. Jeaell B Nance

Personals

Club News Activitte
Weddings Locals

COLONEL ACCUSED OF'RATTING'
•

wsaill•rv
Copyright 1954

scynAir.

Ross-Roberts l'ows
Read On August 14
In Massachusetts

AIR mailman

Youth Wants 1, lanow•
Frontiers of larch
"Z'o Be Announced
To Be Announced
This Is Tne Life
locus •
Cowboy G- Men
Zoo Parade
Halt of lame
Kukla. Fran, and aline
Minnie Pearl's Panel
The World Thus Week
Winchell-Mahoney Show
Mr. Peepers
Comedy Hour
TV Play;house
Movietime-"Deputy Marshall"
930 Loretta Young Show

1000
10:30
11:00
11 '30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
300
3:30
4:00
4:30
500
6:00
8:00

Mrs. W. 1i. Trevathan has her other relatives and friends.
• • •
guest her son, Mr. Oatrnan TreteAnnouncement nas beer. made of
than of Detr aaa Mich. Her son-in- Misses Elizabeth Fay and Georg the mareage of Mlss Ada Sue Ross.
taw. and fikiCii;a:,r, Res. and MA s. Arm Upchtuch base returned to daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. HarW. C. Skinner of elarksville; Tent:, their home in Dallas, Texas, mon Rots of Murray Route Tata,
biclauti. nun of mis. z..
McNutt
the after .a visit with their parents, to Pvt. -Billie Roy Rotioste, son sal
abet the Tile bitr:-McNutt ut 51Lne Trevathan home.
Mr. and Mrs. George Upchurch. Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Reberts of
• • • •
the former has spent the summer Murray Route Two.
the double ring ceroa.any was Mrs. Laura Holland of Guthrie, with her parents.
The wedding vows wire read
solemn-zed on Friday, August IV., formerly of Murray, was the re- companied to DallasThey %Stne acby Miss Jean by Rev. Leslie H. Barrett, Bapt.st
St inc
liaptist far.uren A cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Elnuas Houston
and Mr.
Houston
talsuksvalle, Tenn. with Lev. Paw Trevathan. Mr. and Mrs. Cadre who had also been Bill
visiting relaU. Kiraland otriciating.
Hale. Mrs. George Smith. and uses and friends here.
Toe attenctents were Mr. ant: Miss Ruble Snuth.
Mrs. Faster Blalo:k ofClarksv.i.e.
Mrs. P. B. Hinman and sons of
WMC-TV
Tenn.
Dr. and Mrs. Riley Nix ami son. Clarkadale, Miss., returned hurne
SUNDAY,
Immechately
the
Bill, of Lames:. Texas. aria Mts. with her mother, Mrs. A L. Rhodes
9:43 Tits Is The Use
nriony the;
coup..A•
it las a R. E. Becidoe of _Jackson.
Sunday for a ICA'S visit in Murray.
10:15 Capt. Hartz
weetaing a..lp in I...or-au. They will have been the guests of Mrs. Nix's
•
•
•
•
10:30 Frontiers of Faith
reside in Paducah where tne bride and
Mrs. Bet:aloes sisters and
Mies Mary Kathryn Parker has
11:00 Zoo
:
Parade
will taach in Br:ale:an Junior Higa
returr.ed to Detroit. Mich., after
1130 Your Future Unlimited
and M. McNutt is assostrateet with
spending eveht days in the home
12:00 Capitol News
iltirrayans .-Ittend
Western Kentucky Stages.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. 11.
12:30 To Be Announced
Parker
of
Mw-ray
Route
Three.
12:45 Industry on Parade
l)istrict IUSCS
• • • •
1:00 Memphis Makes Mesic
lleeting In Fulton
Mr and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts and
130 Stu Edwin
Co-zee Moc.s
children. Anna, Kay. and Ray,
2:00 Pride of the Family
Itie Paris Distract Woman:: Soc- has e just returned
from a week's
by Boot-ster
2:30 Ethel and Albert
. of Christian Service Execir- sacatorn to St..oClair, Grayling
1:0U Meet The Press
e Committee met Tuesday, and Detroit, Mich.
3:30 Roy Rogers
...gust 31,,at the Fulton Methodist
S S • •
4:00 Paul Winchell
with seventeen clistr:ci
Mr and Mts. Thomas Banks, Jr..
amen and one conference officer were in Owensboro last weep( to
7170 Liberace
7:30 Inner Sanctuns
attend the horse show there. Their
4:30 Mr. Pt epers
Mrs. Sanfars Miller, distnest children, Margie and Craig, have
Mn. SHIM Say Roberta
5:00 Comedy Hour
• sident, called the meeting to been visiting their grandfather,
Here's a moccasin with
.ier. The opening prayes was B. F. Craig of Obion, Tenn.
minister, formerly of Palucah, at 13:00 TV Fl iyhouse
that real glove - leather
i by Mrs. W. S. Atkins. conles home in Littleton. Mass., on 7:00 Racket Squad
feel of quality! Every
, nce secretary of promotion. Mre Dawson Smith. Asheboro, Saturday. August 14.
730 Badge 714
at teu o'clock
pair hand - laced and
e roll call was answere t by N. C. arrived in Murray last week in the afternoon.
8.00 Story Theatre
hand-finished. Handsom.h officer giving her report.
8.30 News
to. visa her mother. M.s. Billie
Miss Sue Lynch of ticndersan. 8:40
Plans were made for the seminar McKeel. Mr. Smith and son, larcher colors! Complete selWeather
nich will be held at the Natrray ard, are expected this weekend to Ky.. and Pvt. Cletus Puckett who 846 Nev-'s Weekly
ection for all the family!
is stationed at Fort Devens. Mass
'..7hodist. Church September 10 spend their vacation here.
S2.98 to $3.98
were the attendants for the couple. 900 Colanel Flack
a, for the visitation pregram
The bride chose to wear for her 930 News
will
soon
begin.
Family Shoe Store
Mr and Mrs. Walter Jones and wedding
a light blue suit wah 9:45 To Be Announced
IL covered dish luncheon was ser- daughter.
Sally. of Murray and
11:00 Sign Off
.1 by the nosier, Mrs Glen +Mr and Mrs. Doris Mann and navy hat, purse, and aloes. Her
VISTA-TV
ensemble
was
completed
with
.lker.
•
The meeting was closed daughter. Marilyn. of Para, Tenn,
SUNDAY,
the members mining ham's recently returned from a motor white gloves. Miss Lynch wore a
and eseh say4og a sentence of the trip to Washington. D. C., points white end pink dress wish white
Cv iirigrit 1954
prayer.
in North Ca ihria and Matyland, accessories.
Herald of Truth
'Mrs.
Roberts
is
a
giiiauate of VEIT Marc
1io,e atiefteris "Cf6n1 Wen* and other s&nic places on the
Kirksey High School in the class 130 Youthof the
were Mrs. Sanders Miller. Mrs. east coast.
Takes a
COND1110N10
AIR
of
1954.
She
is the granddaughter 2:00 Super Circus Staaa
Robertsor.. Mrs. Golche
•'
of
Mrs.
Vera
L. Byrd of Fulton 3.00 Know
•al. Mr %
er Parker. and
TODAY & SAT.
Among those here for the Par- Route One. Mr. Roberts gradu- 3:30 You Your Bible
s Da.ael W.. •.
Are There
ker-Warner wedding tonight are ated from Almo High School in 4:00 Life
With father
Mr and Mrs. John Prothra and the class of 1950.
4:30
children, Karen and Johnne, of Pvt. and Mrs. Robert.; are re- 5:00 Private Secretary
Ed Sullivan
Tyler, Texas. housegueats of Me siding at Fort Devens, Mass., Mt.
:and Mrs Eubert C Parker; Mrs. Ayer. Mass., where he is connected 6:00 G E. Theatre
11:30 Man Behind the Badge
'S B Reynolds of Shreveport. La., with the radio school.
DRIVE-IN
7.00 The Web
Mrs R L. Taylor of Acadia. La.,
7.30 What's My Line
and MTS. C E Upchurch of Tyler.
800 Steel Hour
THURSDAY & FRIDAY i Texas. houseguests of Mks_ R. If.
Miss
Ralston
And
9:00 Dr. I.Q.
"THE MAN FROM
!Hood: Mrs. Henry C. Schrader
,
9.30 The Pastor's Study
THE ALAMO"
arid sons. Gary and Hanker. of James Gainey Are
!Louisville. and Mr Don Jahnsan Married Recently
'in Technicolor
•.1 Paducah, houseguests uf Dr. ot interest tu,
starring Glenn Ford,
Murrayans is the
PERSONALS
G_ Warner.
Julia Adams, Chill Wills .nd Mrs C. •
following account of the tiaLstan• • •
Gainey wedding which took place
11•••
41•1,
Miss Sally Junes is speeding
in Somerset. Both tee pride .nd
SATURDAY ONLY
Allan '
gocial
Calendar
F
-7Rocky
' Lan
bridegroom are students at Mur- this week with relatives in Padu- Double Feature ray State College and Mr. Caney cah.
in "THE
'HUNT THE MAN DOWN'
•
• • •
was coach of the Murray rrainams
Friday.
September
3
with
Gig
Young
TOPEKA
The We-dmen C:rcie
Mr. and Mrs. R L. Wade haee
:ars writ School last year. The article sent
PLUS
have a Mother-Daughter Party at from Somerset follows:
returned home after spending the
TERROR"
"MY HEART GOES
seven o'clock at the WOW hall. Before an arch entwined arth summer with their dauehter, Mr
With
CRAZY
Every Woodmen Circle .7unior ie huckleberry, white chrysanihe- JamesVaughn and fanaly in P
Linda Stirling
in Technicolor
:nvited to come and to bring her mums and other greenery aah the tlac, Mich.
altar banked in woodwardi fern
mother
and flanked by four wrougnt run
• • • •
0.
containers of white gladioli oftaet and Mrs. Maly Jo
Tuesday, SegOrsobet 7
presented a program of
Woodmen Circle Serv're Club with cathedral candles in a pa.r music.
will meet at the home of Mrs of seven-branched candelabra in The bride, a Berea Foundation
MAX Flp CHURCHILL
Jae Baker on South Sacra Street the First Baptist Cnurch of Somer- graduate. attended Berea College
FUNERAL HOME
a seven-thirty o'rlock MI office-s set on Saturday. August 21. at and the Christ Hospital School Of
rid drill team members are Weed four o'clock in the afternoon, Mies Nuastrig, Cincinnati. Ohio. She is
Gloria Jeannette Ralston chmah.er
Super.or Ansbulanes Service
•,) be present
now majorios in elementary edua
of Mr and Mrs. McKinley Ralston
• • •.
1
Equipped With OsYlleu
cation at Murray State College.
of
Paducah,
became
the
Wade
of The bridegroom graduated from
The Woman's anemia, of Christ111 N. 4th SL Mursoy, Ky. Phone 98
0.1 Somme of -the- Paret Methodtat Mr. James N. Garnea. sun of Rev,
S. C. - High Scharff aria
Mrs.
and
Wade
H
Gainey
of Dil- attended the Univereity of South
Church will meet in the social ha'l
-THE FRIENDLY ItSERIAL BMW
lon.
South
Carolina.
,1 the church at two-thily o'clock.
Carolina
two years. He in-now
Dr. Preston RaRainsey of Sweet-- • senior for
• • • •
at Murray State College.
set
officiated
using
the
double
ring The past year he was coach of the l
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
'he Woman's Assoclaticn of the, ceremony.
Murray Training School.
Entering
an
the
arm
tier
College Presbyterian Church will
Mr. and Mrs. Gainey will reside
father
by
whom
she
was
given in In Murray
-neat 'at the church at •wo-thirty
marriage,
the
bride
Were
a floor
clock Mrs. Msry Bre-vn will
length gow
Alive the dev,ition and
Charlie over blushn of misty nylon tulle
pink
nylon
french
crawf ed and Mrs. B. F Scher!.
chatailly lace. Matching mitts off:las will have the program.
set
the
short
nylon
pleated *letters
• • • •
and her very sheer fingertip
11Vednesday. Seplembee I
veil
of
illusion
WS!,
held by a
The 'Arts and Crafts Club will
DRIVE-IN
meet at the home of MST Ruth crown of 'seed pearls and spear,ling
rhinestones.
She
carr1:-.1 a
Cutchrn at two-thirty o'cleela
bouquet of white orchids ceatered THURSDAY & FRIDAY
with a ptirple-throated orchid. On
"ABOUT FACE"
Thursday. Seiteseber I
Weodr en Circle Grova 126 wail the right ring finger the bride
in Technicolor
wore
a
gold
ring
set
with pure starring Gordon MacRae
' meet at the Murrey Wate21'S Club
rubies
that
was
worn.
by her West
House at seven-thirty o'clock.
and Eddie Bracken
grandmother. Mrs. George Marian
. .. .
Adams,' approximately ICO years
STUDENTS WANTED
SATURDAY ONLY
are_
As has been the cuotom of
Miss -Dean Rubarts of Due-insane
- Double Feature the daily Ledger & Vines the
was the maid of honor and wore
"FLAT TOP"
past two years, sae Sk
en a floor length dress of pink nylon
starring Sterling Hayden
deal,or again this 'tar to
net with a matchin, bolero. tier
and Richard Carlson
publish a list of the names
head drew INISS a cap of pink velPLUS
of all those students w tin plan
vet with a matching Veil and site
to enter college this fall.
Edmond O'Brien in
carried • cascade bouquet of salThis list include• any person
"COW COUNTRY"
mon
,dot4t.
attending
our ON n
Murray
Following the ceremony
State (ollegr or any out of
efeauff
ception was held at the Beereer SUNDAY & MONDAY
town college
Hotel. The couple left for .a wen"CASANOVA'S
ed In giving us the s'udent's
ding trip to the Great Smoky
NTERNAT“DNAL STERLING
BIG NIGHT"
name, parents, name or hissMountains with the bride vii.iving
in Technicolor
6 F.tCE PLACE SErlitSGS*5 1.0W .4% $27 40
hand or %site, name of college
Tog Isci
a navy and white suit with n.,ey
starring Bob Hope
our cooperation Is requestaccessories and a corsage of whias
Joan Fontaine
and location, chosen field of orchids.
studs, and an) other informaMr kToward Cr:vvrork:n of Martion
TUES. and WED.
regarding the Audent. ray was the best man. ta itt.1
We will appreciate son, r callGregory Peck and
%tem Mr. McKinley Inastea. Jr.
frig •Ither 55 days or 11.44-111-3
of Paducah. Mr. Edward Bui% of
Audrey Hepburn in
nights or mailing the !cinemaE. Side Square
Phone 193-.1
Eubank :and Mr. Thomas Ralston
"ROMAN HOLIDAY"
tInn to the Loclaer R Times, of Argyle.
Mur..av, KV
M,a l rreer r irvir111 •.••-r.;•.,,: •
of ha:U..ry houtcUa, 41c rau.o.ac,ng tile marnogc ot aara awaitter. try halt:tows:14 to AL-. TeLus

•

TV Schedule

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1954

TODAY & SAT.

TESTIFYING at the first day of court-martial hearings at Fort
Sheridan, Ill., Air Force Mat. David F. MacGhee declares Lt. Col.
Ilarry Fleming "ratted" on a pal while the three were prisoners
of 'war of Communists In North Korea, Colonel Fleming is pictured with his wife (beside him) and his daughter and son-in-taw.
Mr. and Mrs. John Madden.
(international Boandphote)

JOHN PAYNE
LIZABETH SCOTT
DAN DURYEA
•

Murray Drive - In Theatre

SILVER
LODE

Highway Junction 641 and 121
Show

Now

Starts At 7:00 P.M.

WED. - THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

EXTRA

r-

SPECIAL!
"Bugs" Bunny
Cartoon

ce
CINEMASCOPE
as LZBI r VW neer btla
'.'7'41:7
4 1 .-4

56 Minutes of Fun!
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LAKEVIEW

LL KiJi4N STORE

WINTER DRESSES
TA,0 SPECIAL GROUPS

S198 AND
•

AAf:

W+1.t, • ...itOns in beautiful chocks
11 , r: p!.itei,. Fast color aud good styles.

Sizes 7 to 14.
Tough
Wearing
--"nig

SWEATERS 4E'
-

the
S

BLUE JEAN

toys sizes II to

For Boys.

school

12.G‘ris saes 7 to 14.

For Girls'

cotton

in

Buts 7
•
REGULAR di WESTERN STYLES.
-

.4
Am•••••••

PLAID
FLANNEL

SHIRTS
$ 29

. TRI-CITY

Sanforized
sleeve w.th
Sizes S to

icing
yoke.

Sheen gabord4ve. rayon lining in brown, green and
navy. Sizes 8 to 16.

SLIPS
Nyiern

taf Vita 2-Ilor
oanisan
haM
arid full slip styles.

•1
a.14$I $11

BOBBY SOX

,NYLON RE ear (m(.sa)
Na‘HEde ilitNn TOE

BOYS'
Strippad

98,

NOTE BOOK FUER*
Mohs Book Mara

ANKLATA

pge4ct%no
"
4r
;:t
r

r15

10'

g

NOTE BOOK BINDERS
Note
tisok BlaaJT'la
Zipper Style 2 a
3 Ring
Letillit'

White
,
,,r•A 9 .4

Furches Jewelry

411111.111111111111111111a

5218

98c
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producer explained that-all students on the UCLA campus will
11111111.1.11=1.11111
'
be eligible for the $1,000 prize.
"The work must be fict!on." he
INTERNATIONAL STERLING
added. 'It can be for !e.dio, TV.
movies, short stories or even a
rom a large selection
WASHINGTON
- Men sper.t
novel.
KAU SETTINGS AS tOW Al $37.3•
more in barbershops lett, year
TAS INCL.
No Poetry
than women did in beaaty shops
"But poetry is out."
This startling statistic was reGoldwyn. who became n master
FOR SALE. PR
TICAI .i
NEW.
• M1DW A k
malapropist ...nth his famous 'In- ported Thursday by the Census
MOTORS •
"Twin Temp" coal heater. Wt'!
:hide me out." merely grinned Bureau.
4 miles South of Murray on Haze'
heat 4 rooms. Call 723-X, Hazel,
when asked if his entanglements , The income of the natkin's-- bar•
Road
iS71a)
with the English language had bershops in 1943 wes a eair less
$FOR SALE: THREE TIER WAI.- Ky
FOR RENT: FURNISHED APART- - Drive out and save $ $
than 500 million dollars Beauty
anything to do with the award.
nut table, good conditica. Ca'!
ment, furnace heat, private' bath at 'New and Used Cars *Television
Latest malaprop attributed to shop income was 497 mil'aon•
1406.
(S313) FOR SALE: 52 FQRD VICTORIA, 304 S. 4th St. See Mrs. B. F. Grayson McClure, Purdem Parks
the affable film executive was his lars.
Phone 84
(SRI()
2 tone green and ivory Heater, Berry at 300 S. 4th or phone 103.
The last time the Census Burtau
reaction to the announcament that
radio.
L
&
Mai'.
R
Motors.
W.
141;
FOR SALE: 27it ACRE FARM
(S4c)
England would give up -the Suez made such a report. in 1948, beauPh.
485.
IS4a)
NUTRILITE
Bottom land. 5 roam house, good
FOC)SUPPLEMENT
ty shops held a good leen.
Canal.
FOR RENT: 4 ROOM APART- modern kno: -lease ernphasazes the
well. 4 miles north of Murray, on
The Census Bureau showed the
'If Disraeli was alive taday he
JEWELRY STORE
merit
with
private
bath.
highway 641. By owner. Call 147importance of proper Lititz:Ilion
Female Help Misc.] floor. Hot and cold water.Ground
would turn over in his grave," Mt American. public .spent a5.300.000- E
Phone "The Need Is Now" Mrs. B. J.
Side
(S4Ct
Sq.-Phone 193-J
000
-on
pers.,nal service -last year. '
said.
1102.
By VERNON SCOTT
(S4p) Hoffman, Phone 308, Mr. r.nd Mis.
The $1,000 award will be made This was 21 percent mere than
United
HELP WANTED-FEMALE GOOD
Press Staff Correspondent
Esco Gunter, Pheee 1387-M, Mrs.
upon recommendation Of a board in" 1948.
FOR SALE: HOUSEHOLD FUR- opportunity, good
HOLLYWOOD IP
starting salary,
S.em Go'dBoyd Gilbert, phone 195, Local
The biggest percentaec in,reaea
niture including Phi'co television. all employee
Wyn,
FOR
RENT:
who never completed tram- of judges consisting of actlior Rob4 ROOM lINFURN- distributors.
beriefits, pleasant
(S17c)
was far self sereace !sundries
Philc° electric stove, Mule° .re- work and surroundings.
mar school, has established a ert E. Sherwood. president of the
Typing and 'shed apartment. Oil Heat. Hot and
Their ineceae last year was $117.frigerator, etc. Call 312-It. can be shorthand
$1,000 yearly award for the best Academy of Motion Picture Arts
required. ?none Mr. cold running water. Available now.
and Sciences, who cuerently is 700, or 80 percent more than five
SCHOOL
ON
TIME?
FREE creative writing submitted
seen at 1014 Sharpe street. (S7C) Turner, 1180.
by 3
(S3c) See or call Joe Lancaster. (S44.:)
Charles Brackett; president of the years earlier, when the selfservice
watch
inspection! Your
watch student at UCLA because
'Goal
Screen Writers Guild, presently F. laundry was still a relat've novelcleaned-three 'day service! All writing is the
MONUMENTS SOLID GRANITE, WILL PAY A WOMAN
basal
for
good
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
60c AN
Hugh Herbert; and Prof Kenneth ty.
other repairs prompt. Prices reasan- movies."
large selection styles, sizes Call 85 hour to clean and
- Double Feature iron one day
able.
MacGoa
an
„Guaranteed.
Accurate,
of
Parthe
UCLA
Theater
see at Calloway Munumeat Works, a week. Cull 1338-M.
-In announcing the award, Gold- Arts
S3C)
"STAGECOACH
kerr Jewelry - Repairs Dept.
Department,
LAND RICII '
Vester On, owner, West Mala neer
wyn said the movie industry was
with Claire Trevor
(S222)
Three Sift Material
College.
running Out of story material
(07C1
"I hava three people working
MEMPHIS. Tenn. - 17 - The
aau WEEK POSSIBLE. ADDRESS. NEW SERVICE STATION FOR
PLUS
"I brought 30 or 35 of the great- for me," Goldwyr. said. "who
mail, advertising
postcards
at lease. Located 4th and Pin. Streets SAVE MONEY, rzEBUILD YOUR
do Delta and Pine Land Co., of Salta 'HILLBILLY BLITZKRIEG'
FOR
SALE: 26"
COLL)Mae..A- home. Pen or typed, so, re time, in Murray. Kentucky. Write Box
est writers to Hollywood when i nothing but read new material Miss., is one of the warla's
largeet
own engine. We will rebore, grind
with Bud Duncan
Goodyear Bicycle with all trim- enclose
studio" he said looking for stories worth filming. plantations, consisting of
self-addressed stamped en- 249, Paducah. Ky., or pliene Mur- crankshaft, valves and sell you a founded .try
15.400
-- -mings. Like new. Priced right. Joe
'Since
then
we've
used
up
But
such
sometimes
acres
in crops. 3.600 head of Herevelope C. Wyatt, P. O. )'ox 2274, ray 640-M after 6 p.m.
yeers go by with(S17C) iebuilding kit with inteructions,
SUNDAY
& MONDAY.
Overby, 1630 Farmer, Moine 1126.
a
width
of
stories
that
We
out
have
one
God
ford cattle and 8.000 acre.; of timstery turn'ng up.
Asheville, NC
tS3pt
wholesale. All work goaranteed.
"SECOND CHANCE"
twined to remaking the the ones.
(S713)
If a hill had 10.000 extras and ber,
Turner's Shop Coldwater
(S13c)
:We need flew stories and fresh all the stars in Hollywood it
in Technicolor
would
SERVICES OFF ERE!
FOR SALE: 49 MERCUln 2 DOOR
with Robert Mitchum I
RID YOUR HOME OF TERMMILS idea, And thi best way to get still be a flop without a good second contribution to the Las
Angeles campus of the University
them is to develop young writers." story."
black, radio, heater. overdrive. L & 1
and Linda Darnell
TOBACCO IN4UhANCE WHEN and insects. Expert WWI. t.:211
The Academy Award-winning
R Mo'tors, 1413 Main Ph. 485. (S4c) PHOTOGRAPHY. WELLS AND firing. Car, polio and Trip Insur- 441 or see Sam !Celle,.
Goldwyn's'litetfaere (ward Li tit .if California. Last year ae estabMei
lished a four year scholers'aip at
TUESDAY ONLY
FOR SALE: 4 SPRING:NG JEtt- Wrather Studio. South Side Square. ance. Galloway. Insurance agency.
the medical school totalling $2.000
107C West side Court Sq. Murray, Ky.
Free Night
Answer to Yesterdays Rurzie
bey hailers. 100 frying size chick- Murray. Phone 1439
anually
to
•
an
incoming
student.
CARD OF THANKS
Ph. 1062.
lteAci
"DRAGONFLY
ens. 65 cents each 100 pullets, 70
"I had very little schocling myACROSS
112,-Breed of Cs'
cents each. One used coal heater EXPERT PIANO TUNING AND FRAMES
Mr. iir.c1 Mrs. Elmo Boyd and
self," he concluded. "It L. a real
SQUADRON"
MADE TO
ORDER.
40-Printer's
1-Srop
R H. Creme,. ipMueray Route 2. repairing. Write or call Buell 0. Wells
itisfection to be able to nelp out-' with Bruce Bennett, John
rneasure
& Weather Studio, So. Side family would like to exeress their
1-tine who make*
41-tipper air
Phone No. 949-R-4
:a:ending young people in getting
(S5131 Axle. Route 8 Paducah
Hodiak, Barbara- Britton
halls
(17a) Square:" Murray.
4:1-Prlilitka up
(07C) sincere thanks and appreciation to
13-CaptIvat•
44-Mohammedan
qtarted."
14-10uarantee
title
all of the friends and neighbors
against
46-Rose-red
that helped to harvest has tobacco
IS-Near
egg
'I6-Trespass on
45--Oo by witsWednesday afternoon.
13-Snare
51---14Lndu queen
15-Tear
Elmo has been ill with Hepatitis
63-Note of eale
21-Ts0 (poet.)
64-Departure
for the pas, two weeks.
(ITP)
TT-Compass point
66-Rimpler

Men Spent More
On Beautifying
Than Women

f

L

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

I

Goldwyn
Establishes
Annual Award

MARSHALL CO.
Drive-In

Business
Opportunities

NOTICE

1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

,OW SIVE
By

HELEN TOPPING MILLER

24-S1,anish for
"three•
26-FInwering
ehruti
ES- Halr3lonlan
deity
25-Pagan
3I -Brief
It-Float In ilr
34-Servant
23.-Cries

Adlai Attacks

tovi 410. 1113 ty Aprictor Le. t..r).C.Gra. lac Iseravaral b X.rg Features Syndicate

seteursta

"And on account of G11, too,no doybt2" Winifred remarked
'naktily. "Oh, I ithow! You had a
burn on for Gil when I married
him. Even Gil knew It. Gil saw
what a little fool you were. He was
sorry for you.
Penn bit back the quick, furious
denial, aware that that was what
Winifred. wanted. Instead she narrowed her eyes and threw her head
back proudly.
"I did rove Gil," she said. -I
loved nim as I would have loved
my brother, and 1 did suffer when
he married you because I must
have known then that It wasn't
in you to tie worthy of Gil-or
irrileesuenesWerj
arit. itufeT wife. true to any:man! I knew you were
•Ily had long ago got • job. Gil
• younger SO• WSS With the Navy shallow, Witme, but I didn't know
Houk
orphaned
twins. Penn %hat • little she-cat you really
the
Lad
and Quincy. had been the Senator s are.
now
l know,"
..soNow
u.re planning to
ch•rges moat all of their twenty-one

Penn swerved her speeding Car sufficiently to 'owing striking the crouched
'Kure that bad ioorned sudderlY an
pie highway
She slammed Oa her
brakes to be confronted oy a very
angry young man who had stopped by
the ruadaide near Washington. D. C.
to tinker with the Jalopy which had
fed on num hands. She learns that he is
arah Nichols. war-vet and resident of
the area. Penn otters to drive him to
i..... identifying berself as Penn
ouk. elect of Senator Eilhu Storer.
• replete her offer scornfully. adding
that be wants ao Dart of Ow Huirey
elan. When Peon yea, hes the St04117
her Clods Elihu and his wile gust
Maude. she finds the Senator greatly
perturbed ready to leave on as vnexpected plane-flight to his nn-iv-stat•
kr the middle went. Penn wonders what
would become of the Storey family
should bv usickt • lite or political
career suddenly end. Ruts and Gregg.
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CHAPTER SIX
PENN moved to the window.
Outside the wide lawn was moonwashed, drenched in quicksilver
light. The graver drive was white,
with the dark bulk of bergveLNX111
bordenng IL On an archway at the
rear a moonflower. late blooming,
stood out, rhcre was no movement.
L111 suddenly a pale shape emerged
from the shadow of the house.
slipped quickly along the drive.
Out of the darkness near the garage Penn saw another shadow
detach itself, move toward the flitting, pale shape, and in shadow
again they merged into one shape.
Penn's breath jerked sharply over
her teeth and she drew the curtain
across the glass. The tall shadow
had

been

bifurcated. dark

belo• ,

shirt-sleeved above. slim. Rutherford! No other man on the place
Penn looked at Kelly, his wife and
moved quickly to the dressing
table so that Kelly would not see
her face. It only Kelly woad(' go
back to bed. If only she did not
lank out the window!
She heard Quincy slip into the
bathroom and a wave of relief
lightened the tension. At least It
wasn't Quincy dovirf there in the
shadow of the moonvine, but Penn
Knew • hotter fury when she
realized who that pale figure must
be.
Somehow she kept her voice
level till she got Kelly out of the
Mom, saw Kelly's bedroom light
go out. Then she drew back the
curtain again and watched till she
eaw Winifred come stealing back
toward the house. Gies wife!

Taut and green. Penn flew quietly down the stairs She stood in
the dark back hall wiled. Winifred
cam• slipping in. Winifred caught
net breath in a gasp and drew
back but Penn had her by the
wrist.
"1 saw you out there," she whispered. row and bitter. "You-you
little cheat!"
Waniired jerked free and her
eyes flashed fire "Let me alone!"
she snapped. "W'ho cares what you
saw? And shut up before they all
hear you."
Penn pushed her roughly Into
the Kitchen. snapped on the light,
cPnifed the door.
"I ahould let them all hear me,"
site said then, her tack against
the door. "I shodld let them knave
now cheap and low you are. But
won'L I won't, on account of
Kelly. I won't hurt Kelly, though
she probably knows she s married
to • nerd So you're stiff., on acv."
count er

broadcast it., I suppose?"
"No.," Penn opened the door.
"Now I shall keep ft for myself.
It does give me an . advantage,
doesn't it? A nice advantage that
I want to keep. A weapon that
use, if you hurt Gil-o1
/
4 Kelly. Get
out of here now, will you?"
Wintrea walked past ner, narrowing her eyes viciously. The effect was • trifle like a Persian
kitten trying to look like • lady
tiger. Penn jerked her mouth
straight, dismissing Winnte with
frigid hauteur. Then, ignoring the
coolness of the falling dew outside
and the scantinesa of her costume,
she opened this back hall door,
stood waiting in the shadow.
She heard footsteps on the walk
outside presently and drew back
as Rutherford slipped cautiously
up the step& lie jumped as he saw
her, blinled and frowned.
"Time little girls were in bed,"
he said, with labored lightness.
"All little girls." Penn folded her
arms coolly. "Particularly married
little girls."
lie turned on her. "Ilow about
minding 'your own business. What
are you doing, sneaking around
down here anyway?"
I'm definitely not out smooching
in the dark," Penn retorted. "I always suspected that Winnie had
very little taste. Now I'm sure of
IL"
-What do you want? What's
your angle?" dernanded Rutherford nastily. "If this is • cute
little holdup scheme you've
hatched .ip--"
"Don't be more detestable than
usual," snapped Penn. "I want
nothing from you. I have what
want-which is proof that you're
too low to lick Kelly's shoes.
despise you, my fine philandering cousin. I merely remember
what I know. I have a splendid
memory"
"Rementber what you please,"
he tried for bravado buuthere_Was
a tinny falseness about it. "Just
keep your silly little mouth shut,
that's all-If you're so fond of
Kelly."
Ile marched past her then. headed for the stairs. Penn stood still,
her lace a rigid mask of aching
scorn that had In It a deadly kind
of complacence.
She felt suddenly strong as steel
and as resilient, as though her
body would ring like a harpstrang
If It were ,truck. She felt afraid
of nothing. There might be people
she would love, but all at once site
was certain that there would never
be anyone. she would fear. She
knew bow a whip felt now, In her
hemi. Trkto meg nrittree. Ne teenele•-

her uncle, the senator, gloried In
it.
• • •
Claudia Mapes, the senator's secretary, was one of those women
wao are born already middle-aged.
She was 54 years of age, she had
never looked really young and
likely she would never look much
older. Her body was mg, but not
tat, tier face sober, unwrInkled,
quietly bland and firm. Her eyes
were bovine and soft, ner mouth
reserved and definite. She had only
one ambition, to be necessary to
Elihu Storey for the rest of his
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FACING the Electrical Workers'
convention In the Chicago amphitheater, Adlai Stevenson,
former governor of Illinois and
1952 Democratic presidential
candidate, lashes out against
the Eisenhower labor policies
and continued use of the Taft(International)
Hartley law.
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It there was • softness deep
within her toward the senator alw
suppressed it grimly She knew
him better than ne knew .nimself.
She anew now close to the surface
of his nature lay the weaker layer
ot conceit that deceived him into
thinking himself infallible and invulnerable She knew now prone
he was to believe What he wished
to believe and confuse ethics with
expediency, to see only the side
of • matter that was to his advantage to see.
He nad spoiled all nig sons,
pleased by their repentience upon
him, and then oeen puzzled and
disma,,ed when Gregg and Rutherford inevitably showed signs of
Elihu wanted to give
grandly, to be appreciated. to dominate and be respected, unaware
that only weaklings thrive under
largess and domination, and that
obligation can breed the most
deadly of hatreds of all. Claudia
knew Elam wanted most of all to
be admired and approved, and that
was where shq we., invaluable to
him. So long ai his future was secure in polities she anew she had
nothing to worry about.
Because they nad the sante background of smaDiown mediocrity
inherently decent, she understood
Elihu Storey entirely. Claudia's
father nad been a Methodist circuit rider, who had never been
paid more than $2.000 a year
throughout a long and exemplary
life. Elihu had sprung from a farm
family, the youngest ot several
sons, the only one to have • college education. Whenever they
went to their norne state it was
always Claucha'a job to see that
none ot Elihu s older' brothers or
brothers-in-l•w embarrassed him.
They would come trailing In in
dusty work clothes, elderly, dry
men who shaved and put on clean
shirts on Sunday mornings. were
proud of their tractors and their
combines but unconcerned about
their et-amulet or where they spatAnd all their wives smelled of butter, and bustled.
Claudia's own sister, Sophie,
bustled too, and always needed a
new girdle, but at least she had
a permanent, and good artificial
teeth. Thank heavea lb:8 wasn t
election year, Claudia was thinkmg, as the plane dropped to the
airfield. At least they wouldn't
have to go dragging over the state
with Elihu making speeches in
stifling courthousee and having to
shake hands with everybody.
It was 4 o'clock in the mornmg
and the senator had to be wakened. He stumbled up, grunting
and stalsgered a little as he went
down the steps from the plane.
When election nine Carrie agarn
would be an old Man, Clarhlist
realized with a pang of panic. Well,
at least she had her aortal scour 'Ty
and her endowment policy ivaa al'
most paid up!
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LIL' ABNER

IF ANYBODY'S
DAIL)- SPEAK

UP.T

US HOOMIN BEANS IS
AWRIGHT- BUT, QUITE
A FEW- INNERCEAT
CHICKENS HAS GONE
T' GLORY-

Y-YOU
M IGHTA

KILLILD
TpOSF
PEOPLE-I!

YOU DON'T USE
YOUR BIKE FOR
FUN, LIKE. WE DO,
e FRANKIEL -YOU
IT LIKE A

GUN!!

-ANUO,
SPF-AKIN' FOR
ALL"/OUR
FORMER PALS„
TRANKIE

GET Losrrr

OKA-I-FRAN KI E'L L GET LOSE BUT
FRANKIE'S' GONNA Lr-AVE 1-US
<
PALS SOME THIN'TO REMEMBER )
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DRAMATICS, MrSS MAGG1,
SENT THE MESSAGE, AND I PARED SEND
ME::
IT BECAUSE...
•."
THIS (CHOKE) MeSSAGE )

THROW HER OUT, YOU HEAR
HOW DARE SHE SEND ME

CUT OUT THE

..IT'S TRUE!!,IDR DO I HAVE TO
LUG UP A TON OF PROOF FROM
THE NEWSPAPER FILE ROOM
DOWN AT THE
LIBRARY?

By Kaecaurn Vein Buren
WELL, HERE 1
MS I'ME
GOES:
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THE LEDGER AND TIM, MURRAY. KENTUCKY
the 20-year period in the death
was very disappointed in the
rates for a number of diacritics,
decision of the Public Service
including the principal communiCommission.
cable diseases of childhood. appenHe said that the cost his Comdicitis. pneumonia and influer:ta,
pany has to Incur in providing
and tuberculosis
Reg.
Pal. Off.
telephone service is sill tisane,
I of pace on approach shots into
Despite this progress. thera PIP
Declaring that the Telephone therefore the failure to ebtain its
the net, keeping the ball low. Runstill about 15.000 deaths among
By StIEVE RIMER
ner-up is Art Larsen of San Leanchildren at aehool nee in the Company will do the best it can full revenue requirements at thi*
United Press Spada Writer
dro, Calif. who learned it from
general population of the United with the increase in revenue time means that Southern Bell
FOREST HILLS. NsY. WI — Mulloy in countless duels.
Suites, and a considerable part granted lay the Publ;e Service will have to return to the Corn•
New York. N.Y. —Amer:teas of the loss of life ia amenable to Commission on September 1. 1954, mietilan for additional rate in- Mercer Beasley, 30 years a top Hood of Australia. who hits a
children returninr to' school this control, according ta the statia- Homer G. Bartee. Generil Mana- creases much sooner than otnerwise tennis coach, rates the world's blaster with no comeback anytime
ger for Southern Bell. ea;d that
best shot makers on their best he gets within reaching distance
fall are enioying better healih ticiana
he would be the case.
The Telephone Compeny had shots:
of a shoulder high ball. Runner-up
than ever before in the countra's
Accidents are the zreatest sinnaked for 64,418.000 but in the
history, statastieians of the Metro- gle menace to child life, accatint- poliomyelitis continue
Flat forehand drive: Down the is Tony Trabert of Cincinnati.
to be among
decision handed down on Septem- line or cross Court
politan Life Insurance Company ing for more than two fifths of the leading killers at
it's southpaw
ages 5 to 14.
Sexlas Nest In Stop Valley
ber 1. 1954 was allowed only Jaroslav Drobny of
report from a study of prevail:ng the total mortality among boye, but the death toll from
Egypt the new
these disStop volley: Seixas. His ball
$1.245,769.
mortality.
The
Telephone
official
and for more than one quarter of eases varies from" year to year
Wimbledon champ. Budge Batty
drops dead with little bounce. Secsaid that
Extraordinary gains have been the mortality among girls Second with their prevalence and
telephone
ssrviec is is runner-up.
virulenond best is Ken Rosewal of Ausmade over the past 20 years in in rank as a cause of death are ce
still in strong dema'ital throughout
Top-spin forehand drive: Vic tralia.
the state and that his Company
reducins mortality at the sche-ol the cancers which twenty years
Much can be done, according to must spend millions 01' dollars Seizes of Philadelphia. foremost
ages In the experience of the ago were a minor cause of c.en•h
Forehand lob: Molloy on defense
employer of spins in the game toinatirance
compana a
and Trabert on offense. Trabert
industrial at the school ages. The leukemias the statisticians. to bring about anually for new telephone facili- day,
can
mix
deep shate with uses
reclu,t ions in Crlldh000l ties to meet current and future
policyholders at ages 5 to 14 s-ears. account for nearly a half .4 all the further
his as a surprise stroke, like
sharply angled quickiee just out
the death rate for boya dropped deaths attributed to malignaney mortality, and also to aid the mil- needs of customers He said that
a quick kick in football .
of
reach
of a net rusher.
lions of youngsters handicapped his Company must have earnings
nearly two thirde. from 138 to 5; among school-age children.
Backhand flat drive: Rosewall,
Forehand chop: Gardnnr adulloy
per 100 000 between 1933 and 1953.
Although
who has perfect anticipation and
spectacular progress by orthopedic defects, impelled ts attractive as the etenings oa
of Miami, who uses is as a change
and the rate for girls has declined has made in the control ef the sight or hearing, rheumatic fever. other enterprises which which it
makes it look easy, the way Chareven more sharply from 126 to a7 infectious diseases. they are still cerebral palsy. epilepsy, or emo- competes for investment money,
ley Gehringer played secand base
tional
disturbanc
e
per 100 000.
GENERAL
in
order to attract the. necessary
STOkE
responsible for
for the Tigers.
an
appreciable
In each sex decreases of 35 per- loss of life among children PneuBackhand top spin drive: Tra--Large numbers of these child- capital for the expansidn of the
MEMPHIS.
cent or more were recorded over monia and influenza, and acute
Tenr. — 111 — You bert is a treat to watch pounding
telephone business.
ren, through treatment and educecan get a wide variety of things at shoulder-high
balls off his backbon, can be rehabilitated to LeThe Commission set September one' store here
which displays the hand side. He often uses it on
useful and productive citi- I. 1954 as the effective data of the
sign: "Worms — Cockroaches — return of service,
forcing the servzens."
atietic,31' S
comment. order.
Crickets — Groceries."
er into errors. Runner-up is Hoed

Children Are
Healthier Now
Is Reported

VISITORS LEGION AlCONVENTION

Southern Bell
Disappointed
In Decision
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THE SPORTS PATROL
:
V.P.

again.- Often - uses It on - a- daring
trip to the net. Road is second.
Trabert third and Rogow. 11 fourth.
Backhand drive volley: Trabers,
Drobny, Rosewall.
Backhand stop volley! Seittaa
has the best—when it's et-oelcing.
Hood. Kurt Nielsen of Denmark
and Patty are experts. too.
Backhand lob: Malloy is the beet
at this. He can play it so cozy
you can't tell when he is vine
to hit one. swinging with the same
motion as his drive until the very
last second. Trabert and Rosewall
do it well, though not quite as
well as Gardner.
Best average on first serves in
court: Trabert, Road.
Most powerful serve: )toed, by
good margin.
Hardest worker: Drobny.

with Rex Hartwig of Australia
third.
Backhand chop: Seixas He plays
it on the rise cnd can make the
ball bounce to the right or left
at will.
Again
Backhand

half

Folks ask me "Where's
a good place to eat in
town?" My wife is
getting tired of me
bringing so many peo-,
pie home for dinner.

And without hard work. said
Beasley, you can't hope to match
any of the best shots of the
world's best shotmakers.

,come

'Where WERE You?'
'WHERE Were YOU?'

BILL
SAYS

500

BILL'S STANDARD
STATION
Across From PaiteffIce

Roses and Carnations
$3" doz.
Shirley Florist
N. ittli

Thou* 1811

Seixas

We Will Be

Closed On Labor Day
Monday, September 6
n order ttia our employees may enjoy

the holiday with their families. We
will be open again on
WORLD-KNOWN figures are speaking. or just apnea: „ at the
American Legion's 36th annual convention in Washington. Among
them are (top left) President Eisenhower. speaking; (top tight)
Adm Arthur W. Ftadford, chairman of the U. S. )olrit chiefs of
stet speaking; (bottom left I Francis Cardinal Spellman. snaking herds with Legion National Commander Arthur Connell of
Middletown. Conn, and Mme Chiang Kal-stiek, wife of Nationalist
(fisternationol)
(mina's president. presented by Connell

REUNITED alter 24 hours of an unfurz...i:.aie cumsdy of
errors, Altman 1 C Ruben Espiritu. 22. arid his wife Rita
race into each
other's arms in New York. Mrs. Espiritu. also 22,
arrived at Idlewild airport from England. Her husband, on leave
from Camp
Kilmer. N. J., missed connections at the airport She
headed tow
Camp Kilmer while he searched the streets of
New York for her. '
He finally told his troubles to the Mirror, which
carried the story
and photos of the couple_ An alert reader spotted
Mrs Eapiritu,
and the reunion followed quickly.
t/ri(ernattoeolSosinciphoto)

Tuesday, September 7.
411

Belk-Settle Company

CAVORT by • 10-mile-an-hour
gust at wind, a panserby hangs
on to a tree as hurricane-swept
naves hammer seawall adJacent
Belt parkway near 72nd street
Is Brooklyn.
(isferissfsessisi/
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The Following Merchants Of Murray Will Be

"i7

,

CLOSED
Monday,September 6
Adams Shoe Store
A & P Super Market

College Cleaners
Chuck's Music Center

Airlene Gas Company

Corn-Austin Co.

Ashland Oil & Refining Co.
Bilbrev's Goodyear Store
Calhoun Plumbinl!
} and Electrical
Callowav County Soil Imp..
Association
Charm Beauty Shop
•

Crass Furniture Co.
Furches Jewelry
Littleton's
Lindsey's
Jean's Beauty Shop
Master Tire Service

Parker Motors

Ward Auto Supply

Peoples Bank

Ward and Elkins
Ts'

Urban G.Starks & Son

Warren Seed Company

Swift & Co.

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.

Tabers Body Repair Shop

Corbett Implement Co.

Thurman Furniture Co.

McKee'Equipment Co.

Town & College Shop

Planters Tractor & Eqpt. Co.

Wallis & Son

Riley Furniture & Appliance

